ImageTrend Elite™ is the gold standard of electronic documentation and reporting. It was developed with the user in mind, with a fluid interface optimized across multiple platforms and operating systems. The smart dashboard and real-time validation further improve productivity by allowing flexibility and reducing inaccuracies.

**Built on Standards**
You can count on standardized data formats - including certified compliant NEMSIS version 3 and NFIRS 5.0 - from the field to final reporting in national databases.

**Multi-Device Ready**
Choose the right type of device for your department, rather than being tied to one type of operating system, or even run a mix of devices. Ruggedized Windows-based laptops can coexist with Apple iPad and a Google Android tablets – all using the same software. That equates to less configuration time, faster training and consistent user experience, even in a mixed-platform environment. See System Requirements at ImageTrend.com for details.

**Fluid, Intelligent Interface**
The Elite interface was built from the ground up for the ultimate user experience in data collection and reporting.
- Up-front view of key performance indicators (KPIs) with the dashboard
- Visual cues for users with color-blindness
- Contrasting hues provide quick alerts to validation status
- Rapidly assign fields to a form with the Form Manager
- Experience a layout that automatically adjusts to each device

**Report and Analyze**
ImageTrend’s powerful reporting database gives you the flexibility to quickly and easily create dynamic reports. Monitor key performance indicators, set up alerts or triggers, or integrate multiple data sources to reveal the trends in your community.

**Dynamic Power Tools™ and Situation Tools™**
Dynamic Power Tools and Situation Tools make complex or repetitive documentation a breeze, reducing documentation effort for common procedures or doses to something as easy as a single tap based on the situation at hand. Crews can save valuable time without sacrificing accuracy.
Elite connects multiple disciplines with a single platform and integrates with other systems to aid data sharing and submission. With the Open Platform through Health Information Hub™ (HIH™), Elite can connect with hospitals or transfer encounters to and from other agencies - even if they don’t have Elite!*

**Offline Capability**

With optional Elite Field, incidents and inspections can still be documented without a wifi signal. Once connection is restored, completed reports can be submitted to Elite’s cloud-based system. Elite Field’s encrypted database keeps sensitive data protected from unauthorized access on the local device.

**Combined Fire and EMS - Even Critical Care - in a Single Solution**

There is no need to have separate fire RMS and ePCR documentation. With Elite, incidents can be linked to reduce data entry and discrepancies. With the optional Critical Care Module, agencies providing CCT (critical care transport) can document data points specific to their industry in the same system. The common interface also reduces training times for crew with both fire and EMS duties.

**The Library**

To simplify setup and encourage best practices, the Library makes it easy to share user-generated content with peers in other departments. Users can share form templates, worksheets, print reports, Dynamic Power Tools and system level validation rules in the library. All are categorized and searchable.

**Enterprise-ready Capabilities**

One of the key reasons Elite can do so much is because of its extended enterprise capabilities.

- Scalable from smaller agencies or departments with 200 incidents/year to a large statewide system
- Configurable access and security based on permission groups
- Tiered administration and reporting based on your organizational structure
  ◦ Statewide, countywide, regional or district
  ◦ Cooperative or large private ambulance
  ◦ Custom groupings of more than one agency or department
- Users associated with multiple agencies can belong to a different permission group for each
- System configurable and service configurable settings

* Requires each endpoint to be certified NEMSIS version 3 compliant. Special data sharing agreements required - contact ImageTrend for details.
Join us at our annual Connect User Conference!
Connect with industry leaders and peers nationwide. More information: ImageTrend.com/Connect